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Chorin–Marsden product formula [9], besides factoring
the convective and the diffusive components of the Navier–Vortex methods, based on the splitting into Euler and Stokes

operators, have been successfully adopted in numerical solutions Stokes equations, considers a creation operator to intro-
of three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations in free-space. Here duce the concentrated vorticity layer at the wall which is
we deal with their application to flows bounded by solid walls, successively diffused into the flow field. Afterwards, Ben-discussing in particular the boundary conditions for vorticity and

fatto and Pulvirenti provided a rigorous mathematical basistheir approximation. In two dimensions this has been accomplished
for this procedure. In particular in a first paper [6], theyby introducing a vortex sheet at the wall, determined by the local

slip-velocity, as an approximation of the vorticity source. For three- introduced the concept of a vorticity source at the wall,
dimensional flows, we analyze in the context of the Stokes substep whose intensity is to be determined by solving a suitable
the integral equation for the vorticity source and its connection with

integral equation. The integral equation reflects the nonlo-the creation algorithm adopted in vortex methods. The present
cal nature of the boundary condition for a vorticity formu-analysis leads to a formulation which shows the connection be-

tween the exact vorticity source at the wall and the discrete vorticity lation, as clearly pointed out by Quartapelle [16] in the
creation operator adopted in the Chorin–Marsden formula. In partic- context of a different numerical approach. In a successive
ular, the slip velocity at the wall is identified as an approximate paper [7] they show how, after introducing the local opera-
solution of the integral equation for the vorticity source and the

tor for the vorticity creation at the wall, the algorithm iscorresponding error estimate is also discussed. Besides showing
convergent to the Navier–Stokes solution, obtained withthe consistency of this approximation, we indicate a numerical pro-

cedure which provides a wall-generation of solenoidal vorticity. This the exact vorticity source.
is a crucial issue for an accurate application of vortex methods to In the present paper we study the generation by solid
three-dimensional flows. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. walls in three-dimensional flows with particular attention

to the enforcement of wall boundary conditions in the
context of viscous vortex methods. This numerical proce-1. INTRODUCTION
dure, as in the two-dimensional case, requires the Navier–
Stokes operator to be factored into two successive steps,In two-dimensional flows the mechanism of vorticity
one purely convective and the other purely diffusive, ac-generation at a solid boundary is conveniently described
cording to the Euler and Stokes equation, respectively.in terms of a vortex sheet generated at the wall, which is
Although encouraging numerical results have been re-diffused by viscosity in the interior of the flow domain.
cently produced, several technical difficulties emerge whenMore specifically, for a given vorticity distribution, the
trying to prove the convergence of the splitting for three-Biot–Savart law provides a velocity field which, in general,
dimensional flows, due in part to the lack of an existenceviolates the boundary conditions on both the normal and
theorem for the solution in the large of the Euler equations.the tangential component. A potential flow is then required
Since this point has been analyzed, at least for flows into enforce zero normal velocity. After this velocity compo-
bounded domains, by Beale and Greengard in a recentnent is added, the resulting flow still presents a slip velocity
paper [4], we concentrate on the Stokes step and, in particu-at the wall, which provides a vortex sheet having the exact
lar, on the approximation of the boundary conditions. Fol-intensity to bring the fluid particles at rest with respect to
lowing Cottet [11], we deal with a semi-infinite domainthe solid boundary. In its turn, the vortex sheet, by diffus-
bounded by a planar surface. The simple geometry intro-ing, introduces new vorticity in the flow field. This mecha-
duces several nice features, such as the possibility to en-nism, originally described by Lighthill [15] in physical
force exactly part of the boundary conditions by consider-terms, has been extensively used in numerical solutions
ing a suitable extension of the solution in the whole space.of the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations for two-

Let us denote by f the solid plane at x3 5 0 and bydimensional flows (see, e.g., Koumoutsakos and Leonard
R1

3 the three-dimensional upper halfspace. The evolution[14]), since Chorin introduced, in the context of vortex
methods, the operator splitting technique [8]. In fact, the equation for the vorticity in a Stokes flow is then simply
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may be found as a functional of the data ff through thev

t
5 nDv, x [ R1

3 . (1) integral representation for the solution of Eq. (1),

This equation requires suitable initial conditions, v0, to-
gether with Dirichlet boundary data v* 5 n Et

0
E

f
Sv

F
n

2 F
v

nD dS dt 1 E
R

1
3

v0 F0 dV, (5)

vuf 5 h (2)

where F 5 1/(4f n(t 2 t))(3/2)e2ux2x*u2/(4n(t 2 t)) denotes
or Neumann boundary data the fundamental solution for the heat equation and F0 :5

F ut50. In the limit as the field point approaches the bound-
ary, a vector integral equation is obtained which deter-v

nUf
5 f. (3) mines the Dirichlet boundary values hf from the corre-

sponding values ff and fn in terms of the known value hn.
Consequently both the vorticity field v and the resultingWe assume, in particular, Dirichlet data for the normal
velocity u are themselves functionally dependent only oncomponent of vorticity and Neumann data for the two
ff. After combining this general solution for v with thetangent components. With this choice hn is directly inferred
representation (4) we find a vector boundary integral equa-from the velocity at the boundary, since hn 5 n ? = 3 u
tion for the unknown data ff by enforcing no-slip at the wall.only involves derivatives in the two directions tangent to

Even though the sketched procedure leads to a directf, and the projection ff of the Neumann data on the plane
physical interpretation of the wall vorticity creation as in-corresponds to two unknown scalar functions. In any case
troduced by Lighthill and Chorin, it is not convenient fromthe complete set of boundary conditions do not follow
a theoretical point of view. In particular, normal derivativesdirectly from the physical constraints on the corresponding
of the kernel functions appear in the equations, leading tovelocity field u, as discussed, among others, by Anderson
operators which are external to the plane f. This drawback,[1]. Actually the Stokes operator requires the vanishing of
already discussed in [6] for two-dimensional flows, compli-both the normal and the tangential velocity component at
cates significantly the analysis of the resulting boundarythe solid boundary. Either of these conditions is easily
integral equation for the vorticity source.imposed directly on the velocity field which is related to the

For this reason we follow a different procedure which,vorticity through the Poincaré representation formula [3],
after a suitable extension of the field to the whole space,
involves tangential operators and does not require normal

u* 5 2=* E
f

(u ? n) gdS 1 =* 3 E
f

(n 3 u) gdS
(4)

derivatives. In particular, by this extension we obtain a
representation for velocity which enforces first n 3 u 5 0
while the vorticity field is directly expressed in terms of1 =* 3 E

R
1
3

v gdV.
the unknown ff and of the initial vorticity v0. The vorticity
source is finally determined as the solution of the integral
equation following from the condition n ? u 5 0. In threewhere the normal n is directed towards the interior of the

flow domain and g 5 1/(4f ux 2 x*u) is the fundamental dimensions ff is a two-dimensional vector and we discuss
in the following how a scalar equation may determine thissolution of the operator 2D.

In the limit as x* R f, we obtain two different, although vector unknown. In particular, we obtain in Section 2 the
relevant forms of the integral representations for velocityequivalent, boundary integral equations, by projecting on

the normal and on the tangent plane, which allow us to and vorticity, respectively. We enforce then the scalar con-
straint u ? n 5 0 and we obtain in Section 3 the integraldetermine either component of the velocity in terms of

the other. The natural approach would be to consider the equation for the vorticity production. The exact solution
of the equation is given in Section 4 and its approximationone obtained by the projection on the tangent plane and

to enforce u ? n 5 0 at the wall, leaving the unknown n 3 in terms of the slip velocity is discussed in the successive
section 5, where an error estimate for the vorticity produc-u to be expressed, via the integral equation, as a functional

of the vorticity field v. Typically, at this point, the no-slip tion during a time step is provided. Finally we briefly dis-
cuss in the last section the relevance of the present resultscondition is violated for a generic vorticity field, unless the

further condition n 3 u 5 0 is used to obtain a physically to the more general Euler–Stokes splitting in three dimen-
sions. Whenever possible, technical details have beenacceptable solution. More specifically, a unique v is de-

fined, once the boundary data are given, and, in the present avoided in the text by adding several appendices where
all the calculations and the major assumptions for the errorcase, we would have to determine ff such that no-slip is

satisfied during the whole evolution. To this purpose, v estimates are described.
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2. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS IN THE When x* is on the boundary f, we find
HALF-SPACE

u*nuf
5 u*3uf

5 2 E
R

1
3

1
4fux 2 x*u3

[(x 2 x*) 3 v1]3 dV,When considering the upper half-space R1
3 , we may di-

rectly obtain the boundary integral equation for the un-
known ff. To this aim, suitable representations for velocity u*1uf

5 0, u*2uf
5 0,

and vorticity are obtained by introducing the operator S,
which by acting on a generic vector produces its image where the symmetry properties of the field have been ex-
with respect to the plane f, ploited to restrict the integration domain to the upper

halfspace. Hence representation (8) does satisfy the no-
slip, but in general implies a nonzero flux through the
boundary f.

Sij 5 3
1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 21
4. (6) As concerning the vorticity, from the integral represen-

tation (5) for the fields v1 and v2 we arrive at

For convenience a superscript 1 will denote in the follow- v* 5 n Et

0
E

f
S[v]

F
n

2 F Fv

nGD dS dt 1 E
R3

v0 F0 dV, (9)
ing a vector field in the physical domain R1

3 , while a 2 will
be used for the corresponding one in the complementary

where the initial conditions are v0 5 v1
0 < v2

0 and thedomain R2
3 . In R2

3 we introduce the extension of the physi-
jumpscal field u1,

u2(x) 5 2Su1(Sx), x [ R2
3 , [v] 5 v1

uf 2 v2
uf , Fv

nG5
v1

n Uf
2

v2

n Uf

with corresponding vorticity
reduce in the present case to

v2 :5 = 3 u2 5 Sv1(Sx), x [ R2
3 . (7)

The combined field, u :5 u1 < u2, with vorticity v :5
[v] 5 5

0

0

2g1
3uf

Fv

nG5 5
2

g1

n

2
g2

n

0.

v1 < v2, may be expressed in terms of the Poincare’
representation by

u* 5 2=* E
f

[u] ? ngdS 1 =* 3 E
f
n 3 [u] g dS

By recalling the definition for h and f given in Section 2,
1 =* 3 E

R3

v g dV. the representation (9), combined with the jump relations
and the condition h3 ; hn 5 0 (following from zero slip
velocity), yields

The jumps at f are accordingly defined as [u] 5 u1 2
u2, and, by the extension S used to define u, it is easily

v* 5 22n Et

0
E

f
F ff dS dt 1 E

R3

v0 F0 dV, (10)shown that

n ? [u] 5 0, where the initial conditions,

n 3 [u] 5 2(n1 3 u),
v0(x) 5 v1

0 (x) < Sv1
0 (Sx), (11)

v(x) 5 v1(x) < Sv1(Sx).

give the zero normal component at the wall,
Hence we are left with the only condition n 3 u 5 0 to
be enforced at f, and the above representation reduces to E

R3

g03 F0 dV ux*[f 5 0, (12)

u* 5 =* 3 E
R3

v gdV. (8)
as it follows from symmetry considerations.
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It is worth stressing that, in the above form, the normal evaluated at boundary points, is exactly given by twice
the contribution arising from the upper halfspace. Thiscomponent f3 does not appear explicitly. In fact, we used

the Dirichlet data h3 5 0 and f3 may be evaluated a posteri- property is maintained under the action of the tangential
operator n* ? =* 3 (?), and, by considering the restrictionori from the representation, once the actual unknown, the

two-dimensional vector ff, has been determined. Conclud- to the upper halfspace of the vorticity arising from the
diffusion of the initial field, we may simplify the writinging the section, we recall that only a single scalar condition,

namely u ? n 5 0, has to be still imposed to the field. How of the integral equation to enhance its interpretation,
to use this constraint to determine the vector unknown ff

is illustrated in the following section. We only note here,
n* ? =* 3 E

R3
Sn Et

0
E

f
F ff dS dtD g dV

(14)
the details are in Appendix D, that

=* ? v*(x*, t) 5 22n Et

0
dt E

f
=f ? ff F dS 1 E

R3

= ? v0 F0 dV; 5 n* ? =* 3 E
R

1
3
SE

R3

v0 F0 dVD gdV.

hence, for = ? v0 5 0, representation (10) yields a solenoi- We may note that Eq. (14) is substantially a three-dimen-
dal field, provided that =f ? ff 5 0. sional extension of the corresponding equation considered

by Benfatto and Pulvirenti in [6]. In fact they introduced
3. BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR THE the use of the vorticity source to enforce the boundary

VORTICITY SOURCE condition; however, the intrinsic connection between the
wall-source and the slip velocity was not entirely exploited.

Equation (10) states that the field v at time t follows To this purpose we may express the right-hand side of
from the diffusion of the initial field v0 and from the (14) as
continuous local introduction of new vorticity provided by
the wall source ff. The intensity of the vector source of
vorticity has to be determined in such a way as to satisfy n* ? =* 3 E

R
1
3
SE

R3

v0 F0 dVD g dV

(15)zero normal velocity at the wall. The required equation is
obtained by simply introducing Eq. (10) into the represen-

5 2n* ? =* 3 E
f

(n 3 uS) gdS,
tation (8) for the velocity field. By taking the limit as the
field point approaches f and by projecting along the normal

in terms of the slip velocity n 3 uS associated with then, after enforcing u ? n 5 0, we obtain in fact a scalar
field uS that would originate from the diffusion of the initialboundary integral equation,
vorticity v0, according to the field extension (11). This
virtual field is requested to satisfy the boundary condition

n* ? =* 3 E
R3
S2n Et

0
E

f
F ff dS dtD g dV

(13)

uS ? n 5 0 and, in Chorin’s method, it provides the concen-
trated vortex sheet at the wall whose diffusion introduces
the new vorticity required for an approximate satisfaction

5 n* ? =* 3 E
R3
SE

R3

v0 F0 dVD gdV, of the no-slip condition. By using this quantity we reexpress
Eq. (14) as

for the vector unknown ff. Only the projection of v0 onto
the plane f and tangential derivatives are actually involved n* ? =* 3 E

R3
Sn Et

0
E

f
F ff dS dtD g dV

(16)
in the right-hand side of (13). By denoting by vf0

(x) the
projection of the initial vorticity on the plane wall, after

5 2n* ? =* 3 E
f

(n 3 uS) gdS.introducing the position

Equation (16) captures the essence of Chorin’s vorticityṽf :5 E
R3

vf0
F0 dV,

creation concept. Since

we note, as a consequence of the introduced symmetry, Et

0
E

t
F ff dS dt R Et

0
ff dt d(x3), t R 0,

(6), that

it follows immediately that
ṽ2

f (x) 5 ṽ1
f (x)(Sx).

n Et

0
ff dt P 2n 3 uS for very short times. (17)Hence the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (13),
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Physically Eq. (17) indicates that the amount of vorticity 4. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION
introduced in one time step is essentially given by the

We give here the exact solution of Eq. (20) for the wallvortex sheet with intensity 2n 3 uS , a well-known and
source. After introducing the notationlargely discussed result for two-dimensional flows (see, e.g.,

Koumotsakos, Leonard, and Pepin [13]). In the following,
we discuss the nature of this ansatz which completely paral- Ff :5 Et

0
ff dt, (21)

lels, in three dimensions, Chorin’s approximation for two-
dimensional flows. To discuss this point in further detail,

we obtain the two-dimensional Fourier transform,let us address first how the scalar equation (16) can handle
the vector unknown ff. To this purpose we adopt a Hodge-
type decomposition [3] for the two tangent vector fields F̌f (j, t) 5

1
2f

E
R2 dj Ff (X, t)e2ıj?X,

uS and ff,

of the physical solution Ff , which may follow by inverseuS 5 =ffu 1 (n 3 =)fcu (18)
transform. However, Ff is not reported here explicitly
since, as shown in the following section, the error relatedff 5 (=fff 1 (n 3 =)fcf) 3 n, (19)
to approximation (17) is better analyzed by considering
directly its Fourier transform.where the vector product with the normal n in the second

We introduce the integration by parts,equation has been merely introduced for convenience. It
may be noted that the above positions completely corre-
spond, for the present flat boundary, to the Helmholtz Et

0
F(x, t 2 t)ff (Y, t) dt

decomposition of a vector field in R2 in terms of a scalar
and a vector potential. After applying the operator n ? 5 Ff (Y, t) d(x) 1 Et

0
Ff (Y, t)Ft(x, t 2 t) dt,

= 3 (?) to Eq. (18), we obtain the Laplace–Beltrami equa-
tion Dfcu 5 n ? = 3 (uS), which in the present case reduces

to be understood in the sense of distributions, where weto a Poisson equation on the plane f. By the definition of
used Ft 5 2Ft and the subscripts t and t denote differentia-the virtual field uS and the result given in Eq. (12),
tion with respect to the corresponding time variable. After
introducing this result into Eq. (20) we obtain

n ? = 3 uS 5 n ? SE
R3

v0 F0 dVD
uf

; 0;
n* ? =* 3 E

f
ng(n 3 =f)Ff dS 1 n* ? =* 3 e*

(22)hence, from the Poisson equation we have cu 5 0. Concern- 5 n* ? =* 3 E
f

(n 3 =)f fu g dS,
ing the wall source, as discussed in the previous section,
to obtain a solenoidal vorticity we must enforce =f ? ff 5

where0. Consistently, from decomposition (19) we have Dfcf 5
0; hence cf 5 0. We may state this intermediate result as
follows: both the wall source ff and the wall slip velocity e(x*, t) :5 n Et

0
dt E

f
dYn 3 =Y

f Ff (Y, t)

(23)
uS can be expressed in terms of irrotational vector fields
on the plane f with potential ff and fu, respectively. The

? E
R3 g(x* 2 x)Ft (x 2 Y, t 2 t) dx.

actual unknown, ff , has to be found from Eq. (16) rewrit-
ten as

The integral over R3 is the three-dimensional convolution,
g p Ft , which is readily Fourier transformed (in three di-
mensions) as (2f)3/2ĝ(k) ? F̂t (k, t 2 t). Here the transformn* ? =* 3 E

R3

n SEt

0
E

f
F(n 3 =f)ff dS dtD g dV

(20) of the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation is
ĝ 5 1/((2f)(3/2)k2) and for the time derivative of the free-

5 n* ? =* 3 E
f

(n 3 =)ffu g dS,
space Green’s function for the heat equation we have
F̂t 5 2nk2F̂3(k, t 2 t) (the suffix 3 has been added to F to
recall that we are dealing with the three-dimensional fun-which is a scalar equation for a single scalar unknown. The
damental solution). Henceexact solution is achieved in the next section, as the basis

for a more precise discussion of Chorin’s approximation
and of the related error estimate, finally provided in Sec- ĝ(k) ? F̂t (k, t 2 t) 5 2

n
(2f)(3/2) F̂3(k, t 2 t),

tion 5.
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and by taking the inverse Fourier transform we find uj u2ǧ(j)F̌f (j, t) 1 cuj u2 Et

0

dt

Ït 2 t
F̌2(j, t 2 t)F̌f (j, t)

(25)g p Ft 5 2nF3(x* 2 Y, t 2 t).
5 uj u2ǧ(j)

f̌u(j, t)
n

.
When this expression is introduced into Eq. (23),

Since (Appendix A) we have
e(x*, t) 5 2n2 E

f
dY Et

0
dt(n 3 =Y

f )Ff (Y, t)

ǧ(j) 5
1

4f
1

uj u? F3(x* 2 Y, t 2 t),

after recalling that for x* [ f we may express F3 in terms and
of the two-dimensional fundamental solution of the heat-
equation, F2 5 1/(4fn(t 2 t))e2ux*2Y u/4n(t2t), as F3 5

F̌2(j, t 2 t) 5
1

2f
e2nj 2(t2t),1/Ï4fn(t 2 t) F2(x* 2 Y, t 2 t), we obtain for e,

from (25) we obtain the integral equation of the second
e(x*, t) 5 2n 2 E

f
dY Et

0
dt

1

Ï4fn(t 2 t)
(n 3 =Y

f )Ff (Y, t)
kind,

? F2(x* 2 Y, t 2 t).
F̌f (j, t) 1 čuj u Et

0

dt

Ït 2 t
e2nj 2(t2t) F̌f (j, t) 5

f̌u(j, t)
n

, (26)
This is the form required to perform the successive steps
in the analysis of the integral equation (22). First, all the where č 5 2Ïn/f and j 5 uj u. The corresponding solution,
terms appearing in the equation, when we ignore the time which is obtained by Laplace transforms (see Appendix
integrations and the dependence on t and t, are of the kind B), may be written explicitly as

n* ? =* 3 E
f

dY(n 3 =Y
f )q(Y)K(x* 2 Y).

F̌f (j, t) 5
f̌u

n
(j, t) 1 Ïn/f uj u Et

0
dt

e2nj 2(t2t)

Ït 2 t

f̌u

n
(j, t)

(27)
Integrating by parts, after assuming the density q to suit-

1 n uj u2 Et

0
dt erfc(2Ïn uj u Ït 2 t)

f̌u

n
(j, t),ably vanish for large uY u, we have

and the solution in physical variables may be obtained byn* ? =* 3 (n* 3 =*) E
f

dY q(Y)K(x* 2 Y),
inverse Fourier transform.

Equation (27) gives F̌f in terms of the Fourier transform
where we used n 3 =Y

f K 5 2n* 3 =*K. The operator of fu, the potential function for the slip velocity, uS 5
acting on the surface integral corresponds to the Laplace– =ffu. The structure of the exact solution already gives
Beltrami operator Df, which for the present flat geometry good insight about the approximation of the boundary
corresponds to the Laplacian D2: conditions in terms of the slip velocity. We immediately

observe that the error is related to a suitable norm of
the difference nF̌f 2 f̌u, which is proportional to timeD*2 E

f
dY q(Y)K(x* 2 Y).

convolution integrals involving f̌u. A more complete error
analysis is performed in the next section.

Hence, we may write the integral equation (22) as

5. THE WALL VORTEX SHEET AS AN
APPROXIMATION OF THE VORTICITY SOURCE

D*2 Sg , Ff 1 c Et

0

dt

Ït 2 t
(F2 , Ff)D5 D*2 Sg ,

fu

n D,
(24) We are now in a position to obtain one of the basic results

x* [ f, of the paper, namely an estimate of the error introduced by
the procedure adopted in numerical methods, where the
approximate value given by the vortex sheet at the wall iswhere c 5 2AsÏn/f and we denote by a , b the two-

dimensional convolution ef dY a(Y)b(x* 2 Y), with x* [ f. used, instead of solving for the unknown vorticity source.
We analyze first the case where the vortex sheet has anTo proceed further we take the two-dimensional Fourier

transform of Eq. (24), arbitrary intensity, although subject to certain require-
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ments to be specified later. This is likely to be the relevant be of some practical use in the actual computations and also
at the successive steps, when the slip velocity is vanishinglycondition at the first time step of a discrete method, if, as

usual, the vorticity field at t 5 0 violates the no-slip condi- small. In these conditions the quantity D2 , which is corre-
spondingly small, may be exploited to give a formal evalua-tion at the wall. Afterwards we consider the vortex sheet

as originating from the free-space diffusion of an initial tion of the accuracy. Let us consider, for instance, the case
when no-slip is exactly satisfied by the initial field at thevorticity field satisfying both u ? n 5 0 and n 3 u 5 0, as

it should be the usual case for successive time steps. beginning of the step. In this case we have (Appendix C)
In particular, we are interested in estimating the error,

expressed in physical variables, using the Ly norm, D2 5 O(nt), D3 5 O(nt), (30)

Ey :5 inn3=Ff 2n3=fuiLy 5supX[funn3=Ff 2n3=fuu, where the proper dimensions are accounted for by the two
symbols O ; hence we readily obtain for t R 0

which is immediately related to the L1-norm of the corre-
sponding Fourier transforms by simply recalling the in- inn 3 =Ff 2 n 3 =fuiLy # c1 Et

0

O(nt)n dt

Ïn(t 2 t) (31)
equality for a function q,

1 c2 Et

0
O(nt)n dt 5 O((nt)3/2);

iqiLy # c E
R2 uq̌(j) u dj 5 ciq̌iL1 .

that is, the replacement of the exact vorticity source at the
Using this inequality we have wall with the vortex sheet n 3 uS leads to an error of order

O(t3/2). We finally mention that the asymptotic behavior
of the quantities D2 , D3 defined in (28) is strictly relatedinn 3 =Ff 2 n 3 =fuiLy # c E

R2 uj u unF̌f 2 f̌uudj
to smoothness properties of the initial field v0 , as given by

# c1 Et

0

ndt

Ïn(t 2 t)
E

R2 dj uj u2 uf̌u(j, t)u
Md :5 supz E

R2 uj ud uv̌0(j, z)u dj , y ;d 5 0, ..., 3. (32)

1 c2 Et

0
ndt E

R2 dj uj u3 uf̌u(j, t)u,
These assumptions require the vorticity field v0 to have
certain derivatives in the directions parallel to the solidwhere the last step follows from e2nuj u2(t 2 t) # 1, erfc
wall which can be expressed in terms of the corresponding(2Ïn uj uÏt 2 t) # 2, and Eq. (27). The two dimensionless
Fourier transform. These derivatives in particular have toconstants are c1 5 1/Ïf and c2 5 2. If
be bounded in the Ly norm for any distance z from the
wall. As a consequence the quantities D2 and D3 definedE

R2 dj uj u2 uf̌u(j, t)u # D2 , E
R2 dj uj u3 uf̌u(j, t)u, # D3 , (28) by (28) are finite or vanishing, as illustrated in details in

Appendix C. Hence the smoothness of v0 involves corre-
sponding properties of the vortex sheet intensity. As awhere D2 , D3 . 0 denote two constants with different
result, the error is an order Ït smaller than the strengthphysical dimensions, it follows that for t R 0
of the vortex sheet induced at the wall.

Let us recall the main achievements of this section ininn 3 =Ff 2 n 3 =fuiLy 5 O (Ïnt) # 2c1D2Ïnt. (29)
terms of physical variables. When the slip condition is
violated initially, we have an O(1) strength for the vortex

Inequality (29), where the symbol O is assumed to have sheet induced at the wall after diffusion, and the error,
suitable dimensions for consistency with the left-hand side, due to the approximate condition, is given by
gives the result we anticipated at the end of the previous
section, i.e., the convergence, although at a slow rate, of

in Et

0
ff dt 2 uS 3 niLy 5 M0 O(Ïnt).the approximate solution, n 3 =fu , to the exact one,

nn 3 =Ff , for arbitrary intensity of the wall vortex sheet.
The error estimate is valid for a generic initial condition, On the other hand, when the initial vorticity induces zero
in particular, the one involving a finite slip at the wall, as velocity at the wall, the slip after diffusion is small. Under
it may occur at the first time step; see Appendix C. The these conditions the approximation introduces an error
constant appearing in the error bound is readily estimated given by
in terms of the Fourier transform f̌u of the velocity poten-
tial at the wall (at the wall uS 5 =ffu , even for rotational

in Et

0
ff dt 2 uS 3 niLy 5 M2 O((nt)3/2).flows; see Section 3). Consistently the present result may
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For a generic time step we could have to consider a the splitting procedure for the single step, since the error
is an order Ït smaller than the induced vortex sheet andresidual effect of the finite vortex sheet which may occur,

as discussed before, at the initial time. We expect that the the vortex sheet provided by the inviscid evolution must
vanish with the time step, we argue that the error estimateerror accumulation does not prevent the convergence of

a multistep procedure for the Stokes flow, although a rigor- should not be deteriorated. A complete proof of conver-
gence for the full multistep Euler–Stokes procedure is notous result on this point is beyond the scope of the pres-

ent paper. presently available for three dimensions.
As a further contribution of relevance for numericalLet us finally note that the results obtained in the present

section are, in a loose sense, essentially due to the nature applications, we have discussed in the context of the pres-
ent analysis a proper way to obtain a solenoidal approxima-of the kernels appearing in Eq. (16). Actually, the elliptic

behavior induced by the kernel g, appearing in both sides, tion of the wall source which would introduce divergence-
free vorticity in the field after diffusion of the vortex sheet.is eliminated, while the kernel F of the heat equation is

highly localized for small times. As a consequence, the This feature is highly recommended for a particle-based
approximation of the vorticity in three dimensions, wherelocal mechanism in terms of slip velocity is a consistent

approximation of the exact boundary conditions since it the issue of maintaining an almost solenoidal discrete field
may be crucial for a reliable flow simulation.provides the amount of vorticity to enforce the no-slip

condition at the solid wall in the limit of a vanishing
time step.

APPENDIX A

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We give the expression for the two-dimensional Fourier

transform of the fundamental solution of the three-dimen-The relevance of the present results, concerning the vor-
sional Laplace operator. Considering a generic point x [ticity generation in a Stokes flow, to the more general
R3, let us denote by X its projection onto f and by z itscontext of the Euler–Stokes splitting for the three-dimen-
distance from the plane f. The two-dimensional Fouriersional Navier–Stokes equations is here briefly analyzed.
transform of g(Y 2 x) 5 1/(4f uY 2 xu), for Y [ f,The convergence of the splitting procedures in three di-

mensions, although restricted to bounded domains, has
been demonstrated in a recent paper [4] by Beale and
Greengard through the use of the velocity-pressure formu- ǧ(j, x) 5

1
2f

E
R2 dYe2ıj ? Yg(Y 2 x),

lation of the equations. Once the splitting has been estab-
lished, the development of a corresponding numerical algo-
rithm requires suitable definitions for the approximate

may be written asEuler and Stokes flows, as is easily accomplished in the
context of vortex methods. At least for flows in unbounded
domains, this approach presents several advantages.
Among others, computational resources are concentrated ce2ıj ?X E

R2 dY9
e2ıj ?Y9

ÏuY9u2 1 z2
5 ce2ıj ?X E

R
dY2e2ıj2Y2 E

R
dY1where they are required, e.g., the rotational region, and

the far field behavior is exactly satisfied by the integral
representation for the velocity field. Concerning the invis- e2ıj1Y1

ÏY2
1 1 (Y 2

2 1 z2)
,

cid step, we rely on the technical achievements gained by
the blob method [2, 5, 17] in the evolution analysis of free-
space vorticity structures, without any major complication

where c 5 1/(8f 2). From the known integrals [12]for the presence of the solid walls. When dealing with the
viscous step in three dimensions, instead, we face a new
difficulty for the definition of the proper approximation
for the vorticity boundary condition at the solid wall. E

R
dY1

e2ıj1Y1

ÏY 2
1 1 (Y 2

2 1 z2)
5 2K0(j1ÏY 2

2 1 z2)
The present extension of the integral equation which

describes the solid wall as a source of vorticity establishes
a direct connection between the wall source and the slip

andvelocity at the wall. The exact solution of this equation
allows us to identify the slip at the wall as a consistent
approximation of the vorticity source. Hence, the boundary
conditions can be enforced, via a local procedure, as in E

R
dY2e2ıj2Y2 K0(j1ÏY 2

2 1 z2) 5 f
e2uzu uj u

uj u
,

the original two-dimensional algorithm. When considering
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where K0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero,
L 21[(p1/2 1 a)21] 5

1

Ïf t
2 aea2terfc(aÏt),we may obtain

so thatǧ(j, x) 5
1

4f
e2uzu uj u

uj u
e2ıj ?X.

L 21[(Ïp 1 nuj u2 2 uj uÏn)21] 5
1

Ïf t
e2nj 2tFor X 5 0 we have

1 Ïnuj uerfc(2uj uÏnt),
ǧ(j, x)uX50

5
1

4f
e2uzu uj u

uj u
, (33)

we may obtain the solution of Eq. (35) as
which, when z 5 0, reduces to

F̌f(j, t) 5
f̌u

n
(j, t) 1 Ïnuj u Et

0
dt G (j, t 2 t)

f̌u

n
(j, t)

(36)ǧ(j, x)ux50
5

1
4f

1
uj u

. (34)

G (j, t) 5
e2nj 2t

Ïf t
1 Ïnuj uerfc(2uj uÏnt).

APPENDIX B

We obtain the solution of Eq. (26), repeated here for APPENDIX C
convenience,

We show how, by using the assumptions (32) on the
initial vorticity field v0 , we obtain for

F̌f(j, t) 1 čuj u Et

0

dt

Ït 2 t
e2nj2(t2t)F̌f(j, t)

(35) E
R2 uj uduf̌uu dj, d 5 2, 3,

5
f̌u(j, t)

n
, č 5 2Ïn/f,

the time behavior indicated in (30). To this purpose, the
for the Fourier transform F̌f . To this purpose it is instru- link between the field vorticity ensuing from the diffusion
mental to consider the Laplace transform, of the initial field v0 and the wall vortex sheet is given by

Eq. (15). After accounting for the symmetry of the field
resulting from the diffusion of v0 and considering thatL [F̌] ; F̃(j, p) 5 Ey

0
e2ptF̌(j, t) dt,

(Section 5) n 3 uS 5 n 3 =fu , this equation may be recast
in the form

which, after use of the convolution theorem and recalling
that [12]

W fu 5 2
1
2

n* ? =*f 3 E
R3 SER3

v0 F0 dVDg dx (x* [ f),

L Fe2at

Ït
G5 G(1/2)(p 1 a)21/2 (G(1/2) 5 Ïf), (37)

where W fu :5 n* ? =* 3 ef g(n 3 =f)fu dS 5 D*f ef gfuyields Eq. (35) in the form
dS. As anticipated in Section 7, for general initial condi-
tions, v0 , the vortex sheet at the wall may be arbitrarily
strong. However, if the initial field is such to induce atF̃f(j, p) 1 čuj uF̃f(j, p)Ïf(p 1 nuj u2)21/2 5

f̃u(j, p)
n t 5 0 a zero velocity at the wall,

and, finally,
=* 3 E

R3 v0g dx 5 0 for x* [ f, (38)

F̃f(j, p) 5
f̃u

n F1 1
Ïnuj u

Ïp 1 nuj u2 2 Ïn uj uG .
the slip at the boundary after diffusion of the initial field
is weak, in fact vanishing with t, as will be shown in the
following. We may exploit this condition on v0 by rewritingFrom this result, by using again the convolution theorem

and recalling that [12] Eq. (37) as
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and we obtain
W fu 52

1
2

nY ? =Y
f 3E

R
3 FSE

R3

v0 F0 dVD2v0G gdx (Y[f).

(39)
uf̌u(j, t)u # c UE

R
dz ǧ(j, z) F 1

2f
v̌0(j, t)

(41)
Here we note that only the components parallel to the

2 F̌2(j, t) E
R

dz9F1(z 2 z9, t)v̌0(j, z9)GU ,wall of both eR3
v0 F0 dV and v0 actually enter the equation.

Moreover, these components are even extensions, Eq. (7),
to the whole R3 of the corresponding components of the

where the factor 1/(2f) in the first term inside the bracketsphysical field, which is confined to the upper half-space.
follows from the convolution theorem. Since, as alreadyFrom the Fourier transform of Eq. (39) we obtain, in fact,
mentioned, only the components of the vorticity on theinformation concerning the time behavior of the quantities
plane f, v0f

, are effective, Eq. (41) may be written asappearing in (30). In particular, the symbol of the operator
W is readily estimated as uj u2c/uj u 5 cuj u, where j is the
two-dimensional wave-vector. The factor uj u2 arises from uf̌u(j, t)u # c UEy

2y
dz v̌0f

(j, z)
e2uj u uzu

uj uDf , while the factor 1/uj u comes from the two-dimensional
Fourier transform of g; see Appendix A, Eq. (34). By
noting a contribution proportional to uj u at the right-hand 2

1

Ï4fnt
Ey

2y
dz9v̌0f

(j, z9)e2nuj u2t (42)
side of the equation originating from the operator n ? =3,
we directly obtain the estimate

?
2

uj u E
y

0
dze2(z2z9)2/4nte2uj u uzuU .

uf̌u(j, t)u # c UE
R2 dYe2ıj ?Y E

R
dz E

R2 dXg(Y 2 x) Here the inner integral in the variable z, originally span-
ning over R, has been expressed as twice the corresponding
one with z ranging from zero to infinity, owing to theFE

R3 F3(x 2 x9, t)v0(x9) dx9 2 v0(x)GU,
symmetry property of both the field v0f

(j, z9) and the
kernels involved. We used the expressions (40) and (33)
for F̌2 and ǧ, respectively, and also introduced the explicitwhere we denoted by X (and by X9 in the following) the
form for F1 ,projection onto f of the point x (and x9 respectively), while

z (and z9) denotes the corresponding distance from the
plane, i.e., x 5 (X, z). Since F1(z 2 z9, t) 5

e2(z2z9)/(4nt)

Ï4fnt
.

F3(x 2 x9, t) 5 F1(z 2 z9, t) F2(X 2 X9, t),
Finally, the constant 1/(8f 2) has been absorbed into c.
From the known integral [12]

we have

Ey

0
e2zpe2z2/4a dz 5 ÏfÏa erfc(Ïap)eap2

uf̌u(j, t)u # c UE
R2 dz dz9[g , (F2 , v0)]ˇ F1(z 2 z9, t)

we may evaluate the inner integral over z as

2 E
R

dz[(g , v0)]ˇU ,
ÏfÏnte2z9

2/(4nt)ent(uj u2z9/(2nt))2
erfc SÏnt Suj u 2

z9

2nt
DD .

where [q]ˇ is the two-dimensional Fourier transform other- Consequently, after renaming z9 into z, the right-hand side
wise indicated as q̌ and a , b is the two-dimensional convo- of (42) results as
lution in the plane f. By use of the convolution theorem,
the right-hand side of the equation may be expressed in
terms of the two-dimensional Fourier transforms ǧ, Eq. c U Ey

2y
v̌0f

(j, z)
e2uj u uzu

uj u(33), v̌0 and

F1 2 e2uj u(z2uzu)erfc SÏnt Suj u 2
z

2nt
DDGU .

F̌2 5 1/(2f)e2n uj u2t (40)
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If we now split the integral in two contribution, for z $ 0 tions of the form (32) on the initial field v0 we may directly
take the Fourier transform of Eq. (37). We do not reportand for z # 0, respectively, and in the second one we

change the variable from z into 2z, summing up the two the explicit computations, which proceed along lines simi-
lar to those illustrated in detail for the previous case andcontributions finally yields
we simply give the result that (28) follows from (32), now
with d 5 0, 1, 2.

uf̌u(j, t)u # Ey

0
dz uv̌0f

(j, z)u e2uj uz

uj u
B

APPENDIX D

B 5 F2 2 erfc SÏnt Suj u 2
z

2nt
DD (43)

The vorticity, as the curl of velocity, is intrinsically a
solenoidal vector field. In the vorticity formulation, this
property is certainly preserved when considering exact so-2 e2uj uzerfc SÏnt Suj u 1

z
2nt

DDG .
lutions. Instead, numerical approaches often provide vor-
ticity fields which are solenoidal only within a truncation

Since for t R 0 the two terms involving the complementary error. In the present case, we may show that the divergence
error function approach 2 and 0, respectively, B vanishes of the approximate vorticity is exactly zero. To this pur-
with t. More precisely we have the asymptotic behavior pose, let us consider first the exact equations. The diver-
for small t, gence of the field v follows from representation (10) as

=* ? v*(x*, t) 5 22n Et

0
dt E

f
ff ? =*F dS 1 E

R3

= ? v0 F0 dV.ez2/(4nt)B

Ït
Q cÏn uj ueuj uz,

which allows us to write After recalling that =*F 5 2=F and that ff3 5 0, integra-
tion by parts of the surface integral yields

B Q cntuj ueuj uz e2z2/(4nt)

Ï4fnt
.

=* ? v*(x*, t) 5 22n Et

0
dt E

f
=f ? ff F dS 1 E

R3

= ? v0 F0 dV,

Substituting into (43), after recalling the expression for (44)
F1 , yields

where the density ff has been assumed to rapidly vanish
at infinity. Hence, for an initially solenoidal field v0 , Eq.

uf̌u(j, t)u # cnt UE
R

dzF1(z, t)v̌0f(j, z)U , (44) assures that = ? v 5 0 when the surface divergence of
the source ff is zero. Actually, as discussed in Section 5,
this requirement corresponds to cf 5 0 in the Hodge de-where again we used symmetry to extend the integral to
composition (19), since we haveR. From the result obtained we readily have

=f ? ff 5 Dfcf .E
R

dj uj uduf̌u(j, t)u # cnt E
R

dzF1(z, t) E
R2 dj uj uduv̌0f

(j, z)u

When the slip velocity n 3 uS is used instead of the exact
# cnt supz SE

R2 uj uduv̌0f
(j, z)u djD E

R
F1(z, t) dz source, for the divergence of the approximate vorticity

field we have

5 cnt supz SE
R2 uj uduv̌0f

(j, z)u djD ,
=* ? v*(x*, t) 5 22n Et

0
dt E

f



t
=f ? (n 3 uS) F dS

(45)which, under assumption (32) on v̌0 , for d 5 2, 3, finally
1 E

R3

= ? v0 F0 dV.yields (30).
A procedure similar to the one illustrated above finally

allows us to obtain the result for the case of an initial field
Since (Section 5) cu 5 0, from decomposition (18) for uSwhich violates the no-slip condition at t 5 0. Even in this
we havecase Eq. (37) provides the required relation between fu

and v0 . However, since under the present conditions Eq.
(38) does not hold, to show that (28) follows from assump- =f ? (n 3 uS) 5 =f ? (n 3 =ffu) 5 0,
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